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Abstract. Multimedia presentation of dynamic rheological experimental and 
simulated data sets is a complex process, due to the dynamic interrelation of the 
data and the synchronisation difficulties. Our previous work tackled data 
presentation and synchronisation problems using computer-game technologies 
and multimedia databases. We now address the problem of direct data 
interaction, focusing particularly on the case where the application has to 
dynamically handle changes at runtime. The proposed interactivity relies on 
visual metadata representations, which are directly related to the underlying 
system-graph, formally describing content-connectivity. It supports discussion-
based data combinations, user-driven scenarios and can trigger automated 
simulation execution to generate missing data. Under this content a novel user-
interaction structure (Multi-Menu) is introduced, allowing valid-only data 
comparison across the vast number of possible results combinations. To 
demonstrate system-flexibility, an industrially based multimedia case study is 
presented, featuring experimental and simulation dough-kneading data sets. 
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1   Introduction 

This work introduces a user interface for interactive multimedia presentation of 
scientific and rheological data. The multimedia content is the end-result of simulation 
or experimental studies and is provided in visualised post-processed form. Added 
complication is introduced as data are calculated and delivered by multiple research 
groups, working in parallel. Each group employs individual methods to represent the 
data. Experimental and simulation results generate a variety of investigation areas, 
introducing a large number of variables. Under the current case study, results are 
generated for model fluids in a two-dimensional (2D) setting. Further investigations 
included 3D and free-surface modeling. The simulation results at each stage are 
validated against those obtained from actual kneading experiments. Fully and part-
filled cases were considered, in vertical and horizontal mixer orientations. The main 
objective of this work and the Dough-Kneading Multimedia System it has generated 



includes the demonstration of navigation flexibility through the vast content-domain 
of the selected case study, under various presentation modes. Ultimate goal of the 
system is to identify the principal factors, which lead to the reduction of time and cost 
of mixing by appropriate adjustment of stirrer design. This is achieved through 
extensive data visualisation, supported by a graphical interaction mechanism.  

A substantive goal has been to deliver comprehensive Multi Media System (MMS) 
functionality, both as a stand-alone system and over the Internet, via a single, multi-
purpose implementation termed Multi-Menus (MM), a user-interface construct, 
superior to alternative content/context-linking mechanisms. From the researcher’s 
perspective this allows the reduction of time and cost of mixing by appropriate 
adjustment of stirrer design. The utilisation of this particular interaction structure 
provides advanced automated and user-defined interaction with the underlying data, 
offers the ability to present results comparatively, from case to case, or via interactive 
mode-switching. This is a highly desirable presentation characteristic when the 
system is used for data-investigation. MM is a user-interface construct, superior to 
alternative content/context-linking mechanisms, that empowers the user with visual 
metadata representations, controls and research tools permitting direct and dynamic 
comparison of related data-types. From the computer-science view, the task combines 
elements of content-organisation, interactivity, user-interface development and 
various levels of content-connectivity. 

Visual metadata are employed to build the human-computer interaction sub-
system, enabling complete, direct and meaningful presentation of the associated data. 
This is achieved by creating an XML-based multimedia visualisation database and a 
controlling interface supporting interactive user-driven interrogation and illustration 
scenarios of the key factors that affect the process of dough kneading. The user-
oriented approach dictates the need for multiple presentation requirements within a 
single Multi Media System (MMS). This is reflected particularly at the user-level, 
where a number of novel features have been introduced, beyond those observed 
frequently in proprietary software. Combinations of novel interaction techniques are 
realised, together with pre-determined modes of interaction (cruise-control/data-
navigation). The current industrially-related case study combines a non-linear access 
mechanism, where system attributes may be dynamically multiplexed, enabling 
various abstract data-investigation levels to be activated. These attributes would 
include: parameter variation; pre-defined cruise-control paths and hierarchical 
presentation orders. This implementation is a valuable tool for the comprehension of 
parameter variation, and consequent affect upon the associated flow or process under 
consideration. 

From the user perspective, this allows the investigation to be performed at run-
time, using a point-and-click interface, replacing commonly used text or menu-based 
selection mechanisms. From the computer-science perspective, the task combines 
elements of content-organisation, interactivity, user-interface development and 
various levels of content-connectivity. A substantive goal has been to deliver 
comprehensive Multi Media System (MMS) functionality, both as a stand-alone 
system and over the Internet, via a single, multi-purpose. Here, various requirements 
are exposed. The sheer size of data, introduces storage/retrieval limitations, 
particularly as non-linear access is supported by the end-system. Synchronous display 
of multiple streams results in system/network-bottlenecks, particularly as delivery 



over Internet communication channels is featured by the end-system. In addition, 
presentation of the data in a meaningful manner has triggered the need for advanced 
and multiplexed navigational routes, which permit various investigative scenarios, 
alongside pre-determined presentation-paths. In Fig. 1 for example, various animated 
data are presented simultaneously, while the system permits either the selection of a 
deterministic presentation path, or direct interaction via option-selection of the multi-
menu icons displayed on the left. Research in this interdisciplinary area of interactive 
Multimedia has resulted in the development of a wide range of Multimedia systems, 
destined for courseware, research and industrial applications (see [4]).  

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Characteristic view of the presentation environment, combining multi-menus 
indicating rheological settings (left) with animated motion-blur, pressure, laser-scatter 
and three-dimensional extension data, for an inelastic fluid with mixing speeds 
between 12.5 to 100 rpm, Z2 plane, rotating vessel. 

 
MMS data integration ([10]), [17]) has enabled effortless navigation through the 

vast volume of information, dispensation of data-duplication, and interactive 
comparison of experimental and simulation animations, within a single MMS frame. 
A frame may be described as a holder for meta-data information, enabling multimedia 
data-instances to be grouped, categorised, synchronised, positioned, indexed, cached 
and displayed on-demand. For example, interaction with animations is triggered 
through appropriate user-interface options. When two animations are to be displayed 
simultaneously, the interaction mechanism reads the metadata stored in both frames 



and subsequently adjusts appropriately the frame-rate, to display the data in 
synchronisation. In Fig. 1, four data frames are resized, synchronised and positioned 
automatically for the user to contrast fluid characteristics in both experimental and 
simulated settings using both two and three-dimensional data. In addition, the MMS 
may be programmed to simulate common interaction modes, as cited in the literature 
[11]. The flexibility, demonstrated in Multimedia environments (MME) and rigorous 
system-design for large data sets, is based on the uniqueness of the data and their 
interrelationships. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. The graph represents the wide variety of research modes. Here V indicates 
vertical mixer orientation used for bread mixing, H horizontal for biscuits, P for part-
filled and F for fully-filled container.  

 
As shown above, the visualised content consists of experimental, three-

dimensional simulated and transient rheological data. This is accessed through 
parameter-adjustment and customised-menus, reflecting design-choice and parameter-
setting,. Interface-design is based on the mixing-vessel design/orientation/fill and 
process parameters, as shown in Fig. 2. Comparison against experimentation 
(providing direct validation through differencing), introduces greater content-
complexity. This is the first instance of a complex application and use of the visual 
meta-data construct termed multi-menus. Their benefits are extolled clearly for large 
data sets. User-defined data-organisation, presentation and interaction-paradigms are 
combined, to cover multiple levels of presentation-requirements. New interface styles 



for MMS data-presentation have been developed, using a hierarchical organisation, 
based on model adjustment (via customised Multi-Menus) and navigational graphs, 
introducing intelligent navigation (see [4], [18]).  

Under the current case study, results are generated for Horizontal or Vertical Mixer 
Orientation; Incremental Stirrer Complexity for One Stirrer Concentric, One Stirrer 
Eccentric, Two Stirrers Eccentric, Two Stirrers Eccentric with Baffles; Viscous and 
Viscoelastic Fluid-types; Speed of Kneading of 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 rotations per 
minute; 3D Investigation of the flow across depth for multiple planes; Fully-filled and 
part-filled mixing; Free-surface in two and three dimensions, including transient 
development of the free surface; Stirrer shapes that include Full-Stirrer, Half-Stirrer 
Horizontal, Half-Stirrer Vertical. Experimental fluids cover: model-fluids (for 
transparency), model-doughs (for material time-independency), to actual industrial 
doughs. Each of the above considerations consists of various geometrical and 
parameter adjustments of incremental complexity. Fluid model representation ranges 
from Newtonian to inelastic, and finally, to viscoelastic (viscous to viscoelastic). 
Adjustment of geometry and modelling complexity transcends from one stirrer, 
concentric to the final case of two stirrers, eccentric, free surface. Incrementation 
through experimental studies is outlined. Numerical modelling considered the 
following scenarios: Viscous Filled (2D, 3D); Viscous Part-Filled (2D, 3D); 
Viscoelastic Filled (5 Fluids, 1 Stirrer, 2 Stirrers); Viscoelastic Filled (Full Stirrer, 
Horizontally Shaved Stirrer, Vertically Shaved Stirrer). 

Frequently, calculations may be repeated with algorithm adjustments. Thus, each 
time data are received, increased complexity is introduced. It is necessary to identify 
unique, fresh data to be categorised and inserted, appropriately. Categorisation, 
ordering and duplication problems arise with propriety software such as Microsoft 
PowerPoint (PPT) and new data. The above deficiencies are amplified, as their 
inability to impose specific content-quality criteria, such as colour-depth and 
resolution, may introduce further comparison and conversion complexities. Within 
MMS, new data are inserted, or replaced, straightforwardly to the system without-
preferred order. Some initial practical problems to be tackled include the collection, 
categorisation, visualisation and presentation of simulation results, having established 
data-sharing practice. This minimises data conversion, and as a consequence, the 
visualisation workload. The plethora and diversity of data, demands MMS techniques, 
relating to efficient content-updates and direct data-insertion. 

The system thus developed, has been used actively to cover wide-ranging 
presentation requirements, addressing, in particular, industrial and academic 
audiences. Also, it displays the potential to reach more general/school audiences. 
Access to background material is provided, to differentiate between the needs of 
various target-audiences. The choice of a fully programmable Multimedia-
development platform for the Internet (Adobe Director) prevented presentation 
deficiencies and limitations introduced with proprietary software. 



2   Scientific Interactive Multimedia Framework and Model 

Previous research has introduced a combined multimedia organisation and 
presentation framework [8], where interaction is classified between developers, users 
and observers in the production and use stages of an MMS. An overlapping set-
diagram representation describes the relationships between the various groups, while 
a model describes content-connectivity using dynamically adapted graphs [9]. 
Framework-areas may be coloured, to indicate individual and overlapping party-roles. 
Arrows may indicate group-interaction across the system. Set unions (A, B, C, D) 
indicate higher-order interaction, say between groups in construction-mode for a 
single-MMS, or indeed, a super-MMS, as in Fig. 3, right. Such a system is an implied 
product of the developer’s domain. Various interaction instances may be considered 
covering a wide range of scenarios, indicated as area-exclusive and inclusive on the 
framework representation.  

  
 
Fig. 3. The Scientific Interactive Multimedia Framework in various modes 

 
The first instance of interaction considered is area-exclusive. This implies only 

limited interaction between the groups, where there are clearly defined expertise-
boundaries. Each group describes their requirements, according to their individual 
needs and constraints. A common agreement across groups, specifies the resulting 
MMS. From the individual perspective of each group, this is achieved without a 
detailed understanding of the mechanics of other groups. This is a typical scenario 
when, for example, a Multimedia company is employed to design a MM-system. 
Line-diagrams may be used to specify relationships, in detail, between these clearly 
defined groups. 

A second scenario describes the instance where only “A” is coloured. Here, the 
development group possesses knowledge that transcends all three groups. This would 
encompass the single-developer instance: where one has understanding of MM-
development, expertise on the subject-matter and appreciates audience expectations. 

In passing to more specific instances, a third interaction-setting is where “C” and 
“D” only are highlighted. This scenario implies that users/field-experts assume an 
active role in development (indicated by arrow), and commute between roles as 



user/audience. This accurately describes the development scenario of various 
scientific-level multimedia presentations. Bi-directional relationships may be 
indicated by double-arrow (often omitted). In this manner, interaction between the 
parties involved may be described in a highly informative manner. 

The fourth (and final) instance is of considerable significance, within the context of 
the current case study, as it describes the complex setting, for current MMS 
construction [Fig. 3, right], combining users (field-experts), developers and various 
audience-types (both versed and unversed in the subject matter). Here, the proposed 
framework achieves a higher-order description of the relationship between the parties 
involved. Varying levels of expertise may be described: users/field-experts (aware of 
development constraints), developers (aware of scientific context) and their 
interrelations. In such respect, traditional frameworks have been found lacking. By 
design, they were never intended to describe diverse configurations, in terms of 
expertise, content and development for an MMS. Instead, they assign further 
workload to a single party (usually developer), to evaluate the quality of information. 
To interpret J. Carter [2]‘…developers must understand the intended meaning of the 
data from the information providers, in order to evaluate its quality’. This is a 
particularly pertinent issue when considering research-content. One notes that the 
developer may not always be able to perform this task, commonly due to a lack of 
expertise. 

MM development relies on the Scientific Interactive Multimedia Model (SIMM), 
which addresses the issue of content and context connectivity through advanced 
content representation. The model transforms the system specification into an MMS 
by accommodating the multifaceted presentation requirements introduced with 
complex scientific-data [7]. Indexes encapsulating multimedia frames are used instead 
of individual media components and interrelationships between them. Each frame 
contains multiple media elements, such as text, sounds, images and meta-data, which 
are created automatically or may be inserted manually edited in XML format. Indexed 
encapsulating. Multimedia frames are used, instead of considering individual media 
components and defining interrelationships between them. Each frame may contain 
one or more media elements, such as text fields, buttons, icons, animations, sounds 
and images. At this abstracted level, interrelated content instances may appear within 
the same frame (where further connectivity may not be necessary), or across distinct 
frames. Similar ideas have been cited in the literature, utilising a complex rule-based 
approach [6]. To emulate connectivity across lower-level content (such as single-
streams), frames containing only a single media-element may be employed. This 
approach poses multiple advantages, when compared to other cited in the literature 
[1]. First, low-level content connectivity is abstracted, as direct comparison is 
activated between two or more streams. In-turn, the volume of links is reduced. A 
second advantage is that individual media-components may be referenced separately, 
despite being organised within a more general structure. In addition, their ability to 
form further combinations is not reduced. This may be achieved separately, by being 
linked to other frames. Furthermore, a frame containing a title, and a set of streams 
provides immediate identification and categorisation of content. This introduces an 
advanced indexing mechanism, consisting of a frame-index, media-indexes 
(contained within each frame), and a set-of-states (in which a frame and a set of 
media are active). Content-linking is addressed using a “media-element to frame” 



referencing procedure. Each media-element may be employed as a user-interface 
construct. Fixed links may be programmed directly, or copied across other media-
elements, reducing re-programming. Additionally, case-based links may be 
programmed locally (within frames of a single-MMS), unless external frame-access is 
necessary. Use of a knowledge-based approach (to dictate link-behaviour) is 
supported within the model via scripting. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Various linking scenarios for multimedia frames and streams 

 
Similar ideas have utilised a complex rule-based approach [6]. Compared to 

previous work [1], this approach poses multiple advantages: a) low-level content 
connectivity is abstracted, due to the direct comparison between multiple streams. 
Hence, the volume of links is reduced b) individual media-components are referenced 
separately, despite being organised within a more general structure, while their ability 
to form further combinations is not reduced c) a frame containing a title and a set of 
streams provides immediate identification and categorisation of content. This 
introduces an advanced indexing mechanism. 

Mathematical representation is used to formally describe the proposed model. 
Various factors render the mathematical representation advantageous over other 
algorithmic approaches. From the computer science perspective, it is common to use 
mathematical constructs in system specification, automated verification and 
development [13]. Typical formal specification tools employ algebras, signatures and 
rules [15]. As a consequence, the set/functional representation chosen may be 
modeled directly through computer algorithms, to enable automated presentation-
construction and verification. It is therefore important to use an appropriate model-
representation, to aid in future system-development.  



3   Multi-Menus, Graphs, Metadata and System Programming 

Multi-Menus are classified as a user-interface construction structure. These are 
linked directly to the underlying SIMM of an MMS. In this respect, visual media 
components  such as icons, video-segments, complete video clips and text are used as 
a link-to-frames (see Fig. 4). When large content-domains are involved, complications 
are introduced, due to their unmanageable size and complexity in connectivity. This 
may result in multiple system-deficiencies, such as link- or interface-inconsistency. 
Therefore, link-management protocols are introduced (at developmental stages), 
designed to allow consistent replication of frame-connectivity. This is achieved 
through the deployment of MM-templates, featuring fully functional external 
connectivity (to other principal frames). When fresh data-content is appended, use of 
an appropriate template, with external links already earmarked, reduces programming 
to amending local-links.  

Multi-Menus do not impose constraints in terms of the underlying development 
environment. The developer is allowed the flexibility to implement similar system-
functionality, through a pick-and-mix approach. In this respect, many non-MME 
technologies may be utilised. Examples include document-based construction tools 
(such as HTML pages utilising java applets), and hybrid combinations with other 
technologies, involving XML [14], ASP, JAVA, JSP, to name but a few. The only 
requirement is system programmability, to support dynamic-linking scenarios. For 
example, simple HTML-pages are not able to support Multi-Menus, since links point 
to a fixed address. 

MM utilisation is not limited to 2D environments. In combination with the SIMM 
and a virtual environment, MM can be used to construct object-containing virtual 
spaces. Hence, the user can move across virtual spaces, akin to transition between 
frames. Connectivity of separate virtual “areas” is achieved through the SIMM or 
MM linked-objects. Development of MM structures may be established through a 
content-based or hierarchical approach. Indexing offers a basis for a pre-determined 
structure, permitting the straightforward identification of hierarchical levels. MM 
development for the current case study is a typical example of large content-volume. 
In this respect, indexing is determined initially by vessel-geometry and individual 
variables. 

For MM-based user-interface development it is important to establish a detailed 
view of content interdependencies. The subsequent building step involves 
construction of user-interface structures. Here, these act as building blocks for user-
interface/interaction. Having prepared all necessary media-components, one must 
develop the principal frames involved. In order to create a consistent user-interface 
for all sections, a single instance is developed by programming all the relative links 
once to all other relevant addresses. This reduces the programming effort as a copy of 
the complete interface is used as a template for new content. Current selection 
indication is achieved via setting particular icon-attributes to high-visibility. Visual 
icon-attributes such as low-visibility are also supported, where reduced visibility 
implies unavailable links. Having obtained a basis that is fully linked to the other 
instances, it remains to clone the completed frame. Copying or expanding the 
convoluted icons to share functionality across distinct frames achieves this. Adding 



the media-components themselves completes the task. Compared to the re-
programming effort required when each multimedia instance is completed separately 
this is a speedy task. Also, it provides consistent icon-placement. Inherently, it is 
difficult to place all interface-components manually at the same position within the 
frame. Further MMS-extension continues as additional icons are developed and that 
provide access to periphery information. At subsequent stages, completion of linking 
is performed via global insertion of links to each set of icons. 

In addition, (SIMM) may be actively employed in the construction and functional 
extension of an MMS (or super-MMS). In this manner, one aims to model content-
connectivity [5] and interactivity. An additional user-interface structure is deemed 
necessary, in the construction of a front-end to underlying content. In that respect, 
“Multi-Menus”, are employed to specify interface-component functionality, whilst 
relating to underlying content-frames. The present chapter describes Multi-Menu 
development and deployment through a MME. The principal reasons for using a 
Multimedia building-environment include: encapsulation of content; support for 
cross-platform delivery; system-extendability; and provision for fully functional 
programming/scripting.  

MM relies on the Scientific Interactive Multimedia Model (SIMM), which 
addresses the issue of content and context connectivity through abstraction. Indexes 
encapsulating multimedia frames are used instead of individual media components 
and interrelationships between them. Each frame contains multiple media elements, 
such as text, sounds, images and meta-data, which are created automatically or 
inserted manually in XML format. At this abstracted level, interrelated content 
instances appear within the same frame, or across distinct frames. Similar ideas have 
utilized a complex rule-based approach [6]. Compared to previous work [1], this 
approach poses multiple advantages: a) low-level content connectivity is abstracted, 
due to the direct comparison between multiple streams. Hence, the volume of links is 
reduced b) individual media-components are referenced separately, despite being 
organised within a more general structure, while their ability to form further 
combinations is not reduced c) a frame containing a title and a set of streams provides 
immediate identification and categorisation of content. This introduces an advanced 
indexing mechanism. 

Development of Multi-Menus based on the Underlying Graph Structure 

Within the current case study, extensive use of graphs and related representation 
structures have been utilised, for the rigorous implementation of navigation, using 
interaction. The main reasons for this are: large volume of presentation material; 
complexities with “Multi-Menus”; need to create a MMS map defining positions for 
further data-inserts; validation for presentation mode specification. 

The type of graph used with this case study is a multi-connected graph [Fig. 2] For 
the organisation of PowerPoint (PPT) presentations, a dynamic linked-list structure is 
employed. Each branch is itself a presentation, linked to external data (such as 
experimentally-captured and simulation-generated animations). One immediate 
disadvantage of this organisation is that, when for example, speed and depth 



information is demanded, the Z2-plane of the fully-filled case must be used twice. 
This duplicates the volume of information stored within the PPT, thus increasing final 
presentation-size. The above data-categorisation is followed within the Multimedia 
organisation, but in a more liberal manner. Replacing strict-ordering of frames (as in 
above structure), data are retained locally to one instance in the MME. Links join the 
top-level to the case-study introduction, flyer-animation and project-plan slide-sorter. 
The second-level (indicated by dark-grey intensity) consists of the menus organised 
across geometry and setting-complexity (one-stirrer, concentric to two-stirrers, 
eccentric with baffles). Subsequent levels branch out from the second-level options, 
providing links to individual frames and their related information. 

 

 
  

 
Fig. 5. Multi-menu graph representation for two-stirrer design, contrasted to the user-
interface component used under the dough-kneading multimedia system. 

 
Fig. 5, left, shows a section snapshot of organisation for links to MMS-

components. Varying parameters represent settings which trigger the display of 
content components, animations and sounds. Adjacent settings represent related MM-
frames. To represent this hierarchy using a graph, each node must represent a MM-
frame. Each such node can inherit properties/attributes from another; new 
attributes/behaviours may be appended, or replace those previously. This organisation 
is adaptive and flexible, and can be utilised to develop interfaces which may 
simultaneously employ direct manipulation and adaptation [16]. It may match the 
relationships for any given data-set. Attributes and metadata need not be programmed 
for each frame, being inherited for a copy-object of an existing frame. When an 
attribute is programmed, it generates a new database object that may be associated 
with any component of a frame. Frame components are stored uniquely within the 
database and are referenced to the same item, when multiple instances are on display. 
Instead, a link is employed, if many instances of the same data element are required. 
The user may select when the memory is flushed of that particular element.  



Multi-Menus as a User Interface 

Usability of Multi-Menus is not limited to application within two-dimensional 
user-interfaces and applications. In combination with the SIMM and an appropriate 
three-dimensional VR-environment (say Cubic-VR 360°), Multi-Menus may be used 
to construct object-containing virtual spaces. In this manner, the user is allowed to 
move across virtual spaces, akin to transition between frames. Connectivity of 
separate virtual “rooms” or “areas” may be achieved through the SIMM. The same 
may be accessed through Multi-Menu linked-objects. 

Evaluating the data is a demanding task for linear presentation organisations. 
Standard presentation tools organise data in a pre-determined manner, disabling direct 
interaction between multiple variables. Instead, the utilisation of interactive 
techniques allows smooth navigation through data sets, enabling on-demand 
parameter adjustment (Fig. 6 and 7). The problem was modeled in both 2D and 3D 
[3]. For fully filled simulated cases, results were generated on five separate horizontal 
slices through the vessel at equal distances set apart from bottom to top. The free-
surface position was calculated separately. A requirement is to navigate in a user-
defined order, whilst simultaneously, allowing direct-access to secondary information. 
MM were required for these large data sizes. This MMS allows for such direct 
adjustment of variables, and the presentation of interrelated data under an integrated 
environment. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6. One-stirrer horizontal orientation mixing with fully-filled container. 



 
Development of Multi-Menu structures may be established through a content-

based, or hierarchical approach. Indexing offers a basis for a pre-determined structure 
to be deployed, permitting the straightforward identification of hierarchical levels. 
Multi-Menu development for the current case study is a characteristic example of 
large (indexed) content-volume. In this respect, indexing is determined initially by 
vessel-geometry, and subsequently, by individual variables. 

For user-interface development that utilises Multi-Menus first it is important to 
establish a detailed view of content interdependencies. The subsequent building-step 
involves construction of user-interface structures, icons for example in 2D 
representations. In this case study these, act as building-blocks for user-
interface/interaction construction, across flow-geometry/fluid-model and other 
selections. Having prepared all necessary media-components, one must develop the 
principal frames involved.  

 

 
 
Fig. 7. Two-stirrer horizontal orientation mixing with fully-filled container.  

 
In order to create a consistent user-interface for all sections, a single instance is 

developed fully by programming all the relative links once to all other relevant 
markers (addresses). This reduces greatly the programming effort as a copy of the 
fully-programmed interface is used as a template for new content. Current selection 
indication is achieved, via setting particular icon-attributes to high-visibility (an 
operation supported by MME). Visual icon-attributes such as low-visibility are also 



supported, where reduced visibility implies unavailable links. Having obtained a 
basis, that is fully-linked to the other instances, it remains to clone the completed 
frame. This may be achieved by copying, or via expansion of the convoluted icons to 
share functionality across distinct frames. The task is completed with addition of the 
actual media-components themselves. This is a speedy task, in comparison to the re-
programming effort that is involved when each Multimedia instance is completed 
separately. Also, it provides consistent icon-placement at the user-interface level. 
Inherently, it is difficult to place all interface-components manually, and at the same 
position within the frame. Further MMS-extension continues as additional icons are 
developed (organised within palettes), and that provide access to periphery 
information. These may be located into position, with null-links to complete frame-
layout. At subsequent stages, completion of linking is performed via global-insertion 
of links to each set of icons, by copying. The end-system simply replaces the data 
frames, resulting in consistent display of results even with parameter adjustment, see 
Fig. 6 and 7. 

User-interface consistency over various delivery platforms 

Consistent user-interface delivery is an important issue. Variation in browser-
conventions, system-inconsistencies and screen resolutions, may alter interface-
layout. When Multi-Menus are implemented through MME, SHOCKWAVE 
streaming technology is utilised by default. This ensures consistent delivery, 
compression colour-representation and scalability. User-interface delivery through 
this technology, reduces the need for detailed icon-level programming. For example, 
the developer need not specify, for each icon (as in HTML), the appropriate action 
taken after user-selection. An action may be specified, for all or restricted set of icons 
(such as, play a sound and change intensity). The MMS will ensure consistent 
application of such pre-assigned actions. If alternative delivery technologies are 
invoked due to system-limitations (say with mobile devices, for example), the MME 
allows an MMS to be exported (using, say, JAVA applets or source). Implementation 
restrictions would result, as JAVA supports limited functions in comparison to 
SHOCKWAVE by default. This may be perceived as a disadvantage, when a 
particular system-functionality has been implemented, which becomes redundant 
under alternative environments. 

The modular development technique, described above, tends to become more 
efficient with the inclusion of additional content. Conversely, it under-performs, when 
content cannot be categorised. Typically, this is encountered when every content-
instance has particular requirements. This is an inherently complex situation. If 
content analysis does not reveal context or content-connectivity, one must rely upon 
automated processes such as pattern-matching or statistical analysis, to identify 
hidden attributes. This may allow for data-content similarities to be identified (such as 
common keywords). Alternatively, one may combine content according to individual 
system-user requests/prompts. Multi-Menus may be utilised at their base-level of 
functionality to accommodate such circumstances, providing the corresponding links 
to the underlying content. 



Dynamic case-based scenarios via Multi-Menus 

Up to this point, user-driven investigation was implemented through the use of 
visual database queries. Parameter selection triggered a series of events where with 
the use of metadata encapsulated under each frame, appropriate streams were 
selected, pre-cached, positioned and ultimately displayed. 

Dynamic and adaptive linking may be implemented via Multi-Menus, even with 
primitive programming tools provided under propriety interactive multimedia 
environments. This involves the specification of an external mechanism (for example 
a knowledge-base), which SIMM accesses when multiple-links are encountered. The 
full complexity of such external decision-making may be implemented within a 
MME. One method to integrate decision-making procedures, within the MME, is 
through the use of global data-structures. These may be tables or linked-lists and may 
be employed to store information at runtime. Multi-Menus may access these global 
structures directly, by reference to structure-name.  

Under the current case study, from a combined menu of options for two-
geometries, the user returns to a single geometry. The developer may implement 
multiple options: set a default frame to return to; list all-options and allow the user to 
select an appropriate link; or use SIMM functionality to request possible-choices from 
an evaluation function.  

Let us pursue the third option. This is implemented in the following generalised 
manner (for local decision-making between sub-section choices). A global data-
structure is utilised, that records the particular frames visited. When link-ambiguity is 
introduced, a set of rules must be evaluated, based on development-imposed criteria. 
Typical rules would be: 

 
If no frames have been visited, thus far ⇒ commence, by visiting a pre-determined 

frame. 
If a certain sub-set of frames has been visited ⇒ user is directed to a pre-

determined, unvisited frame. 
 
To implement this kind of decision-making (although development of a 

knowledge-base is beyond the scope of the current work), one needs to embed the 
following scripts within the MMS (bold, double-line enclosed, comments are 
indicated within the code): 

 
>> start code segment >> 
 
-- Initialise List named "mylist", when MMS-execution commences -- 
-- Then, render this list accessible across scripts (local or distributed) -- 
clearGlobals 
mylist=list() 
global mylist 
 
-- once each frame has been entered, an additional statement is executed. This 

appends it’s target-frame address to "mylist" -- 



 
-- first frame -- 
add mylist, 150 
 
-- second frame -- 
add mylist, 645 
 
-- third frame -- 
add mylist, 1545 
 
-- If a link is found to be unambiguous, one may implement -- 
-- the following decision-making functionality -- 
if (mylist.count=0) then (go to frame 100)  
 else if (getPos(645)<>0) then (go to frame 555)  
  else if (getPos(645)=0) then (go to frame 645) 
end if 
 
-- the above code checks if the list is empty. -- 
-- If so, the script directs the MMS to frame 100 (a non-visited link). -- 
-- If the list is non-empty, visit-status of frame 645 is checked. -- 
-- If visited, execution continues from a non-visited frame (555). -- 
 
>> end code segment >> 

Stream synchronisation 

Throughout the MMS, stream synchronisation is utilised. This enables the 
synchronised presentation of different streams in relation with a common changing 
setting [12]. Close observation reveals that motion-blur animations are displayed and 
synchronised to those for pressure. When the two animations are played 
independently, using an external animation player, the two streams are of different 
time-lengths. To set the desired frame-rate for each animation, retiming is utilised. An 
animation with 60 frames and an animation with 30 frames can be synchronised if the 
shorter animation is played at double the frame-rate. Commonly, this is not a practical 
option, as current realistic frame-rate for personal computers (without dedicated 
hardware), do not exceed 30 frames per second. A remedy is to program the MME to 
skip every second frame, so that re-timing is achieved. This approach requires 
sufficient computation power and relatively small-sized streams; else caching will 
force the MME to drop frames. On the other hand, our favored option is to achieve 
the same effect by removing every second frame from the faster animation, an 
operation reducing the stream-size by one-half. 

Performance can be improved further at the interface level. Avoiding overlapping 
animations enables direct-drawing techniques to be utilised. Also, with the 
introduction of multiple streams, using common data-format, faster decompression is 
accessed as the same algorithm is used to process all streams. In the main, algorithmic 



improvements are sufficient to improve overall system performance. This is a key 
factor for the distribution of MMS technology. The wide availability of the ‘so-called’ 
personal computer, with basic Multimedia capabilities as standard, is sufficient.  

4   Conclusions 

MMs are an interaction structure that beyond the support for advanced, automated 
and user-defined interaction, offers the ability to present results comparatively, from 
case to case, or via interactive mode-switching, a highly desirable presentation 
characteristic. Research in this interdisciplinary area of interactive multimedia has 
resulted in the development of a wide range of MMS, destined for courseware, 
research and industrial applications [4].  We have shown that combined use of the 
framework, model, metadata-based multi-menus and internal or external rule-based 
reasoning may be used as n effective method to create useful research and 
presentation tools for customised fields of research, where propriety presentation 
software has been found lacking.  
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